ABSTRACT Electrical aging limits the reliability of crosslinked polyethylene DC cable. The study on the reaction kinetics of electrical aging is an important basis of improving the reliability of DC cable. Free energy increment (FEI) under electric field reflects the reaction rate of electrical aging, which is very useful to analyze the aging characteristics of materials. However, there is no direct way to get the FEI, which causes that the FEI stays at the stage of theoretical analysis and cannot be obtained by experiment. In this paper, an easy method including experiment and calculation to get the FEI is proposed, and a simulation method to obtain the FEI is also introduced. The experiment and simulation both show that the FEI of crosslinked polyethylene (XLPE) is proportional to the degree of polymerization, is approximately linear with the electric field, and grows with the temperature. According to the FEI obtained, we find that the molecular branches of the XLPE whose plane of carbons is perpendicular to electric field are more likely to age. Improving molecular chain orientation and reducing the length of branches are two of the methods to improve the aging characteristics of the XLPE.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) DC cables are critical equipment in power systems and their reliability is closely related to the stable operation of the power system [1] . Electrical aging, which is the phenomenon of property degradation when apply an electric field on XLPE insulation over a long time, limits the reliability of DC cables [2] - [4] . There has been a constant effort to develop electrical aging reaction kinetics which is an important basis of reducing aging and predicting failures in XLPE insulation [5] , [6] .
Free energy increment (FEI) of polymer, which is an important parameter in the study of aging reaction kinetics, is the growth of Gibb's free energy when apply an external electric field [5] , [6] . The electrical aging kinetics is essentially a process in which the FEI increases the rate of aging reactions such as chain scission [7] , and the reactions result in deterioration of material performance. Therefore, many electrical aging characteristics of material can be analyzed by FEI.
Over the past 20 years, the FEI of insulation material has been proposed extensively [5] , [6] , [8] . However, these
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Boxue Du. studies have mainly focused on using FEI to model the lifetime. Fewer studies have been conducted in using FEI to analyze material properties, because the methods to get FEI in current researches, which obtain FEI by fitting the life data to the life model, are difficult and time-consuming. Therefore, it is necessary to propose a new method to get the FEI.
In this paper, we proposed an efficient and easy method to get the FEI by step stress test. The FEI of XLPE is obtained by proposed method, and the FEI of small polyethylene (PE) molecule is calculated by molecular simulation. The proposed method is verified by comparing the proposed method results with the simulation results. The results show the FEI of XLPE is proportional to the degree of polymerization, is approximately linear with the electric field, and grows with the temperature. factory test of high-voltage cable [9] , and is a parameter of the inverse power model (IPM) shown as (1) , where E is the electric field applied on the insulation, t is the life corresponding to E, n is the VEC, and D c is the constant which represents the cumulative electrical damage required for insulation failure. Currently, the constant-stress test and step-stress test are two common methods to test the VEC of material. The step-stress test, due to high efficiency of that, has advantage over the constant-stress test, and is widely used in many researches [10] .
A previous study [11] explained the relationship between the VEC and reaction rate R, which can be written as
where n is the VEC and R 0 is the reaction rate when no electric field is applied on material.
Assuming that the total amount of damage (or reactant) required for the electric failure of the material is C, if the electrical aging is regarded as a zero-order reaction, that is, equation (3) is satisfied, then:
where k is a proportionality constant. Substituting (2) into (3) results in the following equation:
Comparing equation (4) and IPM (1) shows that the two equations have the same expression form which indicates expression (2) is valid.
Considering the threshold field E th (no aging occurs when the field is less than the E th ) of XLPE aging, its IPM can be expressed as [12] 
Equation (2) can be rewritten as
B. TRANSITION STATE THEORY AND FREE ENERGY INCREMENT
The electrical aging reactions follow transition state theory, which describes the reaction path of the chemical reactions. Figure 1 shows the sketch of transition state process of XLPE chain scission in electrical aging, where G 1 is the free energy of the reactant, G 2 is the free energy of the product, and G m is the free energy of the transition state in which the distance between the atoms is much greater than usual. In the reaction, the reactant must increase its free energy to G m before forming the product because of the transition state. G, which is the energy barrier, is the energy difference between the reactant and the transition state, i.e. G m -G 1 . W is the FEI of the reactant caused by electric field. The bigger W is, the lower G that the reactant has to cross and aging is more likely to occur. According to the transition state theory, the reaction rate R after applying the electric field can be expressed as (7) [13]
where k b is the Boltzmann's constant, h is the Planck constant, T is thermodynamic temperature (K). R 0 in equation (6) represents the reaction rate when no electric field is applied on material, i.e. W = 0.
Thus, R 0 can be written as
Substituting (8) and (7) into (6), the FEI can be expressed as
C. TEST METHOD TO OBTAIN THE FREE ENERGY INCREMENT
According to (9) , the W can be simply obtain by the following steps: i. Carry out a serie of step stress tests on the material to get the n, and take E in (9) to be the avaerage breakdown electric filed of step stress tests. The voltage applied in step stress method is shown in figure 2 . ii. Use the conduction measurements at different electric fields to measure the Current density J at the same temperature T with the step stress tests, and the E th si the electric filed where the slope of J grows from less than 2 to greater than 2 [14] .
iii. substitute n, T , E, and E th into this equation to get the W .
Note that the step stress test is a kind of breakdown test, and the breakdown usually occurs at the weakest part of sample where the electric field is more concentrated. So the n represents the characteristic of the weakest molecular chain in XLPE, which indicates that the W obtained from (9) is the FEI of the weakest molecular chain.
This method does not need the life test which may cost several months. All tests in this method are easy and efficient.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS
The studied XLPE, which is required for extra high DC voltage applications, is manufactured by the company BOREALIS. The 150-µm-thick XLPE films were prepared using the plate vulcanizing machine at 463 K for 5 min, at a pressure of 20 MPa. Finally it was allowed to cool naturally to room temperature under the same mechanical pressure.
A. TESTS AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES
To investigate the relation between the temperature and the FEI, the DC step stress tests of new specimens were operated at temperature 291, 303, 318, 333, and 343 K. At each temperature the n was obtained by 3 groups of step stress tests to reduce the impact of dispersion, and each group was repeated 6 times. The parameters of each step stress tests are displayed in table 1. To simplify the experiments, the step ii of proposed method in section II. C. is replaced by linear fitting of E th and T (Data for fitting are from Li Lan 2014 [14] which also test the XLPE manufactured by the BOREALIS) to get the E th at each temperature [14] , and the results are shown as table 2. 
B. TESTS AT DIFFERENT THERMAL AGING STAGES
To investigate the relation between the degree of polymerization and the FEI, the specimens were thermal aged in 408 K air for 3, 7 and 14 days to reduce the degree of polymerization. At each aging stage the n was obtained by 3 groups of DC step stress tests to reduce the impact of dispersion, and each group was repeated 6 times. All of the tests were carried out at 318 K. The parameters of each step stress tests are displayed in Table 3 .
C. TESTS AT DIFFERENT ELECTRIC FIELD
To investigate the relation between the DC electric filed and the FEI, a series of step stress tests was performed at 291 K. The electric filed of step stress test can not be controll directly, but reducing the t can make the avaerage breakdown electric filed of step stress test increases. Several groups tests are designed with different t as shown in Table 4 , and each group was repeated 6 times. figure 3 , and other models are the same as figure 3 in structure and arrangement but not in chain length. To study the FEI relationship between the direction of molecular chain and of the electric field, none Energy minimization and Molecular dynamics is used in simulation to keep the molecular model in a straight line. To caculate the FEI of the PE model, Dmol3 tools of Materials Studio is used in simulation. The Gibb's free energy at different temperature can be calcultaed by the optimize in Dmol3 tools, and the DC electric filed can be applied in the input file by add the command line of electric field (x, y, z). The FEI can by obtained by subtracting the Gibb's free energy without any electric field from the Gibb's free energy under a electric filed.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCCSSIONS

A. THE RELATION BETWEEN ELECTRIC FIELD DIRECTION AND FREE ENERGY INCREMENT
A simulaiton was calculated based on C 12 H 26 model, and we applied the electric field is 300 kV/mm in three direction to analyze the influence of the direction on FEI. The directions are X , Y and Z in figure 3 , which are a cartesian coordinate system. The direction X is parallel to the molecular chain; Z is perpendicular the red plane in figure 3 which is the plane of all the carbons; Y is perpendicular to X and Z . The FEIs of three directions are shown as figure 4. Because the bigger FEI results in the faster aging reaction rate, so the direction Z is more likely to age than Y and X . The FEI of direction Y is approximate to zero which indicates that the electric field in Y direction has no effect on aging. The FEI of direction X is a negative value which makes the G increases, thus the electric field in X direction is hard to cause aging.
Due to that the XLPE consists of crystalline and amorphous region, the direction of the XLPE chain is random. Therefore, XLPE always exists the chains whose plane of carbons is approximately perpendicular to the electric filed, and these chains are easy to age and to cause breakdown of whole insulation. 
B. THE RELATION BETWEEN TEMPERATURE AND FREE ENERGY INCREMENT
The FEIs of XLPE at different temperatures, which were obtained by propose method, are shown in figure 5 . We also calculated the FEIs of PE at different temperatures in simulaiton which are shown in figure 6 and 7. The propsed method and simulation both shows that the FEI increases with temperature, and the growth rate of FEI alse increases with temperature. Figure 6 and 7 shows that the increase trend of FEI with temperature is observed in any degrees of polymerization and electric fields. Therefore, the temperature can promote the electrical aging, which is called electrothermal aging.
C. THE RELATION BETWEEN DEGREE OF POLYMERIZATION AND FREE ENERGY INCREMENT
The FEI of XLPE at each aging stage is shown as figure 8. The FEI decreases with aging stage, and this trend is same with the decrease of polymerization degree with aging stage [15] , [16] . Figure 9 shows how the degree of polymerization affects the FEI in simulation, and the electric filed in figure 9 is 300 kV/mm. In figure 9 , the FEI is proportional to the degree of polymerization, thus the FEI decrease with aging stage in the same way as the degree of polymerization in figure 8 .
The free energy has a direct relationship with chemical bond, because the bond force constant determines the absolute free energy of one radical group, and the free energy of molecule is the sum of all the radicals groups. The electric field can change the bond force, and the FEI is generated by the change of bond force. The molecule with higher polymerization degree has more chemical bonds and radical groups, which indicates that the molecule would be more likely to be changed by an electric field. Therefore, the FEI is proportional to the degree of polymerization.
The FEI of unaged sample is 1.0 eV at 318 K, and this FEI is also the FEI of the weakest molecular chain. The FEI of PE of 5 polymerization degree is 0.42 eV in simulation at 318 K, so the polymerization degree of this weakest molecular chain can be estimated by the proportional VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 9. Relationship between the FEI and the degree of polymerization at 325 K in simulation. relation, which is 1.0/0.42 × 5 = 12. In XLPE, a typical average separation of molecule branches along the main chain is 25 -100 carbon atoms [17] , i.e. 12.5 -50 polymerization degree, indicating that the weakest molecular chain in this material is a branch. According to the figure 4 the molecular whose the plane of carbon atoms is perpendicular to electric field may cause the final breakdown, so this weakest molecular chain may have more than 12 polymerization degree, but the plane of carbon atoms is not completely perpendicular to electric field. Therefore, improving molecular chain orientation and reducing the length of branches are two of the methods to improve the aging characteristics of XLPE.
D. THE RELATION BETWEEN ELECTRIC FIELD AND FREE ENERGY INCREMENT
The FEI of C 12 H 26 at 325 K in simulaiton is drawn in figure 11 . The FEI is approximately linear with the electric field. Figure 10 demonstrates the FEI obtained by propose method at different electric field, which is also approximately linear with the electric field, but the experiment data exhibts a big dispersion due to that numerous factors may affect the experiment.
The linear relation between the FEI and the electric field is very useful to assess the aging characteristic of material. Because the slope of this relation is constant which indicates the free energy growth per electric field is constant in whole electric field range, we can test a material at high electric filed to assess its aging characteristic at low electric field. If a material is easy to age, the free energy growth per electric field must be big. But the assessment based on this linear relation is not the the focus in this paper, we will discuss it in subsequent works.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an efficient and easy method to obtain the free energy increment (FEI), which reflects the aging reaction rate, is proposed based on transition state theory, and the validity of the proposed method is verified by comparing with the simulation. The aging characteristic of crosslinked polyethylene (XLPE) is analyzed by the FEI, from which the following conclusions can be drawn:
1) The FEI of XLPE is proportional to the degree of polymerization of branches, which makes the FEI decrease with thermal aging stage in the same way as the degree of polymerization; 2) The FEI is approximately linear with the electric field, and grows with the temperature, thus the electrical aging can be accelerated by improving temperature which is called electrothermal aging; 3) The molecular branches of XLPE, whose plane of carbons is perpendicular to electric field, are more likely to age; Improving molecular chain orientation and reducing the length of branches are two of the methods to improve the aging characteristics of XLPE. 
